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Using ﬁrst principles calculations within the generalized gradient approximation, the structural stability of compound Mo-S clusters at
subnanometer level is discussed based on results obtained for various Mo5Sn isomers with n ¼ 5{15. The symmetrical Mo-S bonds generally
lead to higher stability, while the formation of S-S bond and the observation of magnetism in these clusters lower the structural stability. Mo5Sn
isomers with n ¼ 6, 8, and 11 are found to be most stable. The addition of sulfur atoms is quite favorable in the edge capped square pyramid and
face capped trigonal bipyramid isomers. [doi:10.2320/matertrans.48.658]
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1. Introduction
It is well known that bulk MoS2 as well as Mo2S3 stabilize
in layered structures similar to graphite.1) The layers in these
compounds are weakly bonded. This isostructural behavior
with graphite has been a motivation to synthesize inorganic
fullerene-like nanoparticles2) as well as MoS2 nanotubes.
3)
All these structures of MoS2 have dimensions of above
10 nm. However, at sub-nanometer level, the structures of
MoS2 clusters are diﬀerent from bulk. Conﬁgurations in
which sulfur atoms cap a core of Mo cluster have been found
to be most favorable.4) This also leads to the possibility of
stabilizing clusters with oﬀ-stoichiometric compositions in
the ground state.5) It has been shown that Mo-S clusters have
the highest stability when the composition ratio between S
and Mo atoms is less than 2. As an example, magic Mo4S6
cluster has been studied6) by ultraviolet photoelectron spec-
troscopy and ﬁrst principles calculations. This cluster has a
large highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) - lowest
unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) gap of about 2.0 eV.
The geometry of this cluster is found to be a Mo4 tetrahedron
with S atoms capping the edge sites. Close to this size,
another magic cluster Mo6S8 (face capping of S atoms on
Mo6 octahedron) has been obtained
5) using ﬁrst principles
calculations. These clusters have higher stability as compared
to MoS2 stoichiometric clusters. It is therefore desirable to
further understand the stability of Mo-S clusters with oﬀ-
stoichiometric compositions.
In the two magic clusters discussed above, S atoms prefer
to occupy the edge sites of Mo4 tetrahedron and face sites of
Mo6 octahedron. Compared to these isomers, the face capped
Mo4S6 and edge capped Mo6S8 isomers have quite lower
stability.4) Hence, it is expected that the S atoms have a
preference for sites based on the geometry of the core Mo
cluster. Further, the Mo-S bond separation in edge capped
Mo-S isomers is signiﬁcantly smaller than that of face capped
isomers.7) This is likely due to the fact that atoms with lower
coordination tend to have shorter bonds. Such variations in
coordination as well as bond lengths could lead to somewhat
diﬀerent bonding aspects in these two cases. Furthermore,
though Mo-Mo bond is strongest among the bonds in Mo-S
clusters, the contribution from Mo-S bonds towards the
structural stability is very important. For example, the
binding energy per atom (BE)8) for Mo4 tetrahedron increases
from 2:83 eV/atom9) to 4:7 eV/atom4) by addition of just
6 S atoms. It is therefore important to understand the bonding
nature in edge and face capped Mo-S clusters as well as the
structural stability. Here, we study the structural stability of
edge and face capped Mo5Sn (n ¼ 5{15) clusters using ﬁrst
principles calculations with a pseudopotential formalism.
The structural stability of Mo-S clusters is discussed on the
basis of 1) addition of an S atom onto an edge and a face of a
Mo-S cluster, 2) the bonding nature, 3) the structural
symmetry, and 4) magnetic behavior of these clusters.
2. Computational Method
All the isomers studied here have been modeled using a
large periodic cubic cell. The dimensions of the cell are taken
to be such that there is atleast 10 A˚ separation between the
cluster and its periodic images. The geometrical optimization
of each cluster is carried out without any symmetry
constraint, using the ultrasoft pseudopotential formalism10,11)
with a plane wave basis set.12) The exchange-correlation is
treated within the generalised gradient approximation.13) The
Brillouin Zone of the periodic cell is sampled by the  point.
The relaxation of the atomic structure is continued until the
force on each ion becomes less than 0.001 eV/A˚. Initially, we
performed non-spin-polarized calculations for the optimiza-
tion of the geometry of a cluster. Further spin-polarized
calculations have been carried out to check the possibility of
magnetism. The structural changes in clusters due to spin-
polarization are found to be quite small.
3. Results and Discussions
As mentioned earlier, S atoms in Mo-S clusters prefer to
cap the Mo clusters. We consider here only two isomers of
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Mo5 (square pyramid and trigonal bipyramid) as the core
clusters. The other isomers of Mo5, like planar structures
have signiﬁcantly lower BE as compared to these isomers.9)
Furthermore, our previous study4) conﬁrms that the total
energies of planar isomers for Mo5S10 are atleast 4.85 eV
higher than that of the sulfur capped lowest energy
polyhedral isomer of Mo5. For the Mo5Sn clusters, we ﬁrst
consider the structural stability of Mo5S5 as for the face
capped square pyramid isomer, we can have only ﬁve S
atoms. We study edge as well as face capping of the two
isomers of Mo5. The case in which all S atoms occupy the
terminal sites of Mo5 cluster is avoided due to the low
structural stability of this isomer.14)
For higher fractions of S atoms, we studied S atoms on
three diﬀerent sites (edge, face and terminal) of face and edge
capped square pyramid as well as the trigonal bipyramid
isomers of Mo5S5. The results of the stable isomers obtained
from the total energy calculations, are summarized in
Table 1. The symmetries of all the relaxed isomers are also
given in the table. The overall outcome of these studies is as
follows. 1) By addition of S atoms on Mo5S5 isomers, the BE
initially increases and then decreases suggesting that the
optimal number of S atoms on this cluster is greater than 5. 2)
There is structural symmetry until the number of S atoms is
less than 12. 3) The high level of sulfurization decreases the
structural stability of Mo-S clusters.
In Fig. 1, we have shown the diﬀerence E = BE(face
capped)  BE(edge capped) for both the trigonal bipyramid
and square pyramid isomers. It shows the relative structural
stability of the face capped or edge capped isomers of these
two Mo5S5 clusters with respect to sulfurization. It can be
seen that the BE of edge capped square pyramid Mo5S5
isomer is signiﬁcantly higher than that of the face capped
isomer (see also Table 1). On the other hand, the BE of the
face capped isomer of trigonal bipyramid Mo5S5 is quite
comparable to that of the edge capped isomer (Table 1). For
Table 1 BE (in eV/atom), the common HOMO-LUMO gap (in eV), the magnetic moment M (in B), and the structural symmetry of
Mo5Sn clusters. Results are given for square pyramid and trigonal bipyramid polyhedral isomers of Mo5. In each case face and edge
capping by S atoms is considered.
Edge Capping Face Capping
Isomer
BE Gap M Sym. BE Gap M Sym.
Square Pyramid
Mo5S5 4.30 0.65 0 C1 4.02 0.19 10 C4v
Mo5S6 4.41 0.26 2 Cs 4.25 0.20 4 Cs
Mo5S7 4.60 1.04 0 C1 4.30 0.34 6 C2v
Mo5S8 4.61 1.16 0 C4v 4.39 0.05 4 C2v
Mo5S9 4.48 0.46 2 C1 4.47 0.16 2 C4v
Mo5S10 4.49 0.51 0 C2v 4.53 0.22 2 C4v
Mo5S11 4.45 0.32 0 C2v 4.38 0.21 2 C2v
Mo5S12 4.36 0.29 0 C1 4.40 0.74 0 C1
Mo5S13 4.30 0.33 0 C1 4.36 0.17 2 C1
Mo5S14 — — — — 4.30 0.17 2 C1
Mo5S15 — — — — 4.23 0.11 2 C1
Trigonal Bipyramid
Mo5S5 4.31 0.31 2 C1 4.33 0.33 2 Cs
Mo5S6 4.49 0.39 2 D3h 4.55 1.10 0 D3h
Mo5S7 4.56 0.67 0 C2v 4.57 0.42 2 C3v
Mo5S8 4.62 1.15 0 C4v 4.57 0.08 4 D3h
Mo5S9 4.49 0.03 2 C1 4.40 0.07 4 D3h
Mo5S10 4.46 0.63 0 C1 4.49 0.37 2 Cs
Mo5S11 4.40 0.17 2 C1 4.57 1.04 0 Cs
Mo5S12 4.43 1.38 0 Cs 4.47 0.82 0 C1
Mo5S13 4.29 0.70 0 C1 4.39 0.42 0 C1
Mo5S14 4.27 0.26 2 C1 4.32 0.46 0 C1
Mo5S15 4.21 0.05 2 C1 — — — —
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Fig. 1 The BE diﬀerences, E = BE(face capped)  BE(edge capped),
of the face and the edge capped Mo5Sn square pyramid (in square symbol)
and trigonal bipyramid (triangle symbol) isomers. Solid line is a guide to
eyes. It shows that S atoms prefer to occupy edge positions of square
pyramid and face position of trigonal bipyramid isomers.
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further sulfurization with n ¼ 6{8, the edge capped square
pyramid isomers have much higher structural stability, while
energetically the face and the edge capped isomers of trigonal
bipyramid are nearly degenerate as it can be seen in Fig. 1.
Overall we ﬁnd that for the square pyramid isomer, edge
capping is generally more favorable while for the trigonal
bipyramid, face capping is more favorable. It is important to
understand why sulfurization is favorable for face capped
trigonal bipyramid as well as the edge capped square
bipyramid isomers. The square pyramid has four triangular
and one square faces and eight edges. Sulfur atoms on the two
diﬀerent types of faces of the face capped Mo5S5 square
pyramid isomer form unequal bond strengths with Mo atoms.
This leads to a non-uniform charge density distribution
around Mo ions in the Mo5 square pyramid. This also leads to
magnetic moments on this isomer as we shall discuss it later.
In the case of the trigonal bipyramid isomer, there are six
equivalent faces and nine edges. Hence, the face capping of
Mo5S5 isomer is favored for sulfurization. Therefore we
conclude that the structural stability of the Mo-S clusters is
signiﬁcantly aﬀected by the structure and the symmetry of
the Mo core cluster.
Often magic clusters tend to have high symmetry struc-
tures. However, in Mo5Sn clusters, overall structural sym-
metry seems to play a less important role in the stability. For
example, face capped Mo5S5 square pyramid isomer has C4v
symmetry (see Table 1) but it has the lowest BE as compared
to other isomers with lower symmetry. A similar trend is seen
for most of the face capped Mo5Sn square pyramid isomers.
Furthermore, the face and the edge capped Mo5S6 trigonal
bipyramid isomers have similar structural symmetry (D3h).
However, the edge capped isomer has 0.06 eV/atom lower
BE (Table 1) when compared to the face capped isomer. In
the former isomer, S atoms occupy six of the nine edge sites
while in the latter all the faces are capped. Therefore, it
appears that the criterion for equal bond strengths amongMo-
S bonds is favorable for higher structural stability. Hence, we
ﬁnd that symmetrical bonding nature plays an important role
in the high stability of these clusters.
The lowest energy isomers obtained in our study and their
relaxed structures are shown in Fig. 2. It can be noted that
there is a strong competition between the square pyramid and
trigonal bipyramid Mo5Sn isomers in the most stable
structures. The face capped trigonal bipyramid isomers of
Mo5S5 and Mo5S6 have high BE due to the presence of
almost symmetrical Mo-S bonding nature. Due to the same
reason, edge capped square pyramid Mo5S8 and face capped
square pyramid Mo5S10 (with ﬁve terminal sulfur) isomers
are more stable than other isomers. For Mo5Sn (n > 10), face
capped trigonal bipyramid isomers are favorable except for
Mo5S15, where face capped square pyramid is found to have
the lowest energy. It is important to note that for large n, S-S
bonds are formed as Mo atom does not donate suﬃcient
electrons to S atoms. Thus the magnetic moment is observed
in both isomers of Mo5S15 cluster.
In Fig. 3, we can understand the stability of Mo5Sn clusters
compared with the neighboring sizes. We ﬁnd that Mo5S6,
Mo5S8, and Mo5S11 clusters are striking since the BE of the
next cluster either decreases or increases marginally. The BE
decreases signiﬁcantly (by 0.13 eV/atom) with the addition
of a sulfur atom in the lowest energy structure of Mo5S8, due
to the presence of a S-S bond in Mo5S9. It shows that the S-S
bond drastically aﬀects the structural stability. The BE is
reduced by a similar amount (0.10 eV/atom) with the
addition of a S atom in the lowest energy isomer of Mo5S11
as a result of the formation of S-S bond. Hence, our results
suggest that the S-S bond always reduces the structural
stability of Mo-S clusters.
Finally, it is important to discuss the occurrence of
magnetism and the structural stability. Magnetism in some
of the Mo-S clusters originates mainly from non-uniform
charge density distribution around Mo ions and the partial
occupation of the 4d orbitals. It has been shown earlier4) that
strong Mo-Mo bonding always quenches the magnetic
moments in these clusters. The non-uniform charge distribu-
tion around Mo ions leads to preferential occupation of some
orbitals and unequal bond strengths among the Mo-S bonds
as well as magnetism in some cases. Such clusters with
magnetic moments are found to have a relatively lower
5) 6) 7) 8)
9) 10) 11) 12)
13) 14) 15)
Fig. 2 The most stable isomers of Mo5Sn (n ¼ 5{15) clusters. The
number of S atoms is marked in each case. Black (grey) balls correspond to
Mo (S) atoms.
Fig. 3 BE of Mo5Sn lowest energy isomers. Mo5S6, Mo5S8 and Mo5S11
isomers are expected to have relatively high abundances.
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stability. To supports this conclusion, magnetic moment of
10B is found in the face capped square pyramid Mo5S5
isomer. But, the BE is quite small (0.28 eV/atom lower as
compared to edge capped square pyramid isomer) even
though the magnetization energy has been taken into account
that adds to the BE of such Mo-S clusters.7)
4. Conclusion
Using the results obtained from ﬁrst principles calcula-
tions, the structural stability of Mo-S clusters has been
discussed following the aspects of the addition of S atoms,
bonding characteristics, structural symmetry, and the exis-
tence of magnetism in diﬀerent isomers. Our calculations
reveal that sulfurization is quite favorable for edge capped
square pyramid as well as face capped triangular bipyramid
isomers. Mo5Sn isomers with n ¼ 6, 8, and 11 are found to
have relatively high stability. Since these isomers have
favorable capping sites for sulfurization, they can be
potentially useful for removal of S content in oil reﬁnery as
well as petrochemical industries. It is important to mention
that we considered here 3-dimensional Mo5Sn isomers. The
possibility of planar Mo5 isomers at large composition ratio
of S to Mo (close to 3) can not be ruled out as this kind of
isomer has been reported for Mo4S12.
6)
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